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SUMMARY

An inveatigaiwnwua made of an ezhawt-gm turbine having
four 8epar& nozzle bow each covering a 90° arc of the nozzle
diaphragm and each connected to a pair of adja.cenicylinder8
of a nimwylinder radial engine. Thti type of turbine hm
been catid a “blomioum” turbine becauseii?recover8the kinetic
ewgy developed in i!lw ahaust 8i!mk8during the blomicum
period, thui IL%,the jimt part of the mhau.stprocess when the
@ton of the reciprocding engine @ marly 8tdi.Onary. The
pw-po8e of t?w inve8tig&on w to determine whetherthe blzno-
duwnturbiru could developappreciubb power withoui imposing
any lurge 1088in engine power arhing from restriction of the
engine ed.aust by the turbine.

Xl-5 engine power m decreawd a maximum qf 1 perwn.t by
the pre8ence of the turbine at the Lnotxtturbine+u$let premure
w comparedwii!hthe engine power delweredwith a conventW
coli2ctor ring discharging to an equal &u& prewure. No
engine-power /.088m impo8ed by the prtxwnce of the turbirw
wiih turbine-outletpre+wurmgreater than I?Oin.cha of mcury
ab80hd.e. The engiw air-jtow rate w not afected by the
pre8ence of the turbine. At an engine 8peed of gOOOrpm
and an inlet-manifold pre88ure of %9.6 incha of mercury
ab80h.@ the turbine power varied from 9 percent of engine
power & a turbine-m&t prmure of m in.c.hwof menxq
aholute to fil percen$ of engine power with a turbine&
pt’cwure of ‘7.6 inch+%of mercury ab80hte.

INTRODUCTION

At the time of exlmnstivalve opening, the pressure of the
gas in the cylinder of rm internakombnstion engine is con-
sidombly above atmospheric pressure; the gas is therefore
capable of doing an appreciable amount of work by further
expansion. When the cylindem are exhausted to a collector
discharging either h the atmosphere or to the nozzle box of
n conventional turbine, the kinetic energy produced at the
cnd of the exhaust stacks by the difference between cylinder

preasnre aud collector pressure is largely dissipated as heat
in the collector. A turbine that converts this kinetic energy
into shaft work has been oalled a “blowdown” turbine because
it recovens the kinetic energy developed in the exhaust stacks
during the blowdown period.

With a suitable duct arrangement and tnrbinc-nozzle area,
the power delivered by the blowdown tnrbme may be
obtained with little or no decrease in engine power resulting
from exhaust-stack restriction. For a given turbine-outlet
pressure, the maximum net power of the engine and the
blow-down turbine can be attained by so discharging the
exhaust gas from each cylinder as a separate jet that no
interaction of exhaust events oconrs and thus permitting
each cylinder to exhaust to the turbine-outlet pressure.

Several satisfactory- exhaust-system arrangements exist.
In one arrangement, which would require a Mrge total nozzle
area and would result in an excessively large turbine size,
each cylinder would be connected to a separate nozzle. The
turbine size may be reduced approximately one-half at the
cost of a slight loss in turbine power by connecting ehch
nozzle to two cylinders having nonoverlapping exhaust
periods. In such an arrangement, the exhaust discharge of
each cylinder would still be a separate event. Paired exlmust
stacks, however, must be carefully designed to avoid an
appreciable kinetic-energy loss at their juncture.

A description is given of the results of operation of a
blowdown turbine in which each nozzle served two cylinders
that have nonovarlapping eshaust-valve-opening periods.
The object of the investigation was to determine the amount
of power from the blow-down turbine and the effect of the
presence of the turbine on engine power. An analysis is
presented relating the data to the mean jet+veloci~ data
for the NACA individual-stack jet-propulsion system. The
use of a blow-down turbine and a emwentional tnrbosuper-
charger conneoted in series is briefly discussed. The investi-
gation was conducted at the NACA Cleveland htbomtory
from November 1943 through Janua~ 1944.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS

Construction of blowdown turbine.-A diagrammatic
drawing of the blowdown turbine used in the investigation
is shown in fi=me 1. The turbine wheel was a production-
model turbosupercharger wheel of the impulse type. The
pitch-line diameter was 11 inches; the bucket height was 1.2
inches. Four separate nozzle boxes, each of which covered
a 900 arc of the nozzle diaphragm, were constructed with a
nozzle angle of 210 and an outlet area normal to the flow
of 2.11 square inches. This outlet area was chosen by the
methods of reference 1 as the area that would cause no loss
in engine power for a jet-stack installation at rated operating
conditions of the engine (2200 rpm at 34 in. Hg absolute
with sea-level exhaust pressure).

The exit of each nozzle box is divided into nine nozzles by
flat vanes sticiently long to guide the exhaust-gas flow at
the inlet and outlet ends.

A drawing of one of the nozzle boxes is shown in figure 2.
Photographs of a nozzle box and of the nozzle-diaphragm
assembly are reproduced in figure 3. The entire turbine
was enclosed in a metal housing; the four turbine-inlet ducts
extended through sliding glands to the outside of the housing.
A labyrinth seal gland for the turbine shaft was protided
around the opening between the inside of the housing and an

IeWrhad showingtwo offournozzlebox’m

Fxaum 2.—Amngemont d gnldevan= In blowdovm-turblnomule box,
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evacuated fore chamber. Leakage of air through this gland
was reduced to a n@gible amount by adjusting the pressure
difference between the labyrinth stages to 0+0.1 millimeter
of water by means of an sir-operated jet pump in the line
connecting the evrtcuated fore chamber to the laboratory
altitude-exhaust system.

Setup.—The blowdown turbine was connected to eight
of the nine cylinders of an R–1340-12 engine by means of
four pipes having Y-shaped branches connected to adjacent
cylinders. The gas from the turbine discharged to the
labomtary altitude-exhaust sysi%m. The gas from the
ninth cylind:r discharged directly to the altitude-exhaust
system. The engine air was supplied directly from the room
to the carburetor through a duct provided with a measuring
orifice.

The turbine power was absorbed by a water-brake
dynamometer. The turbine torque was measured by a spring
scale; the turbine speed was measured with a condenser-
type tachometer. The namracy of the turbine-power
measurements was within +1.5 percent. The temperature
of the gas at the turbine outlet was measured with a
qundruple-shielded chromel-alumel thermocouple.

The power of the engine was absorbed by a separateti%@gr-
- brake dynamometer.

1
Engine torque was measured TWj a

balanced-diaphragm torquemeter of the type describ~’ in
reference 2. Engine speed was measured wi~ a magr@ic-
drag type of &craft tachometer. Mensuraments Of 0+0

power are estimated to be accurate within &1.5 percent.
Engine air flow wns mensured by a head meter with n

thin-plate orifice installed according to A. S.JILE. specZca-
tions. Eh@ne fuel flow was measured with a sharp-edged-
diaphmgm density-compensated rotameter. h-flow and
fuel-flow measurements are estimated to be accurate within
+ 1 percent. Temperatures of engine air and carburetor
air were measured with iron-constantan thermocouples.
Pressures at the engine irdet and the turbine outlet were
measured with mercury manometers. Pressures in the
air-flow meterhg system were measured with water mano-
metem.

Experimental procedure.-The runs were made at an
engine speed of 2000 rpm. The investigation consisted
of (a) calibrating the engine equipped with an exhaust
collector ring and (b) measuring the engine power and the
turbine power with the blow-down turbine in place.

For the engine calibration and for the majority of the
measurements of turbine power, the en=@ne was operated at
full engine throttle at an inlet-manifold pressure of approxi-
mately 34 inches of mercury absolute. In each set of measur-
ements, the exhaust pressure (the collector pressure or the
turbine-outlet pressure) was varied from 7.5 to 29 inches of
mercury absolute. In the turbine-power runs the turbine
speed was varied.

Additional runs with the turbine were made at part engine
throttle, with engine inlet-manifold prwsures of 24 to 19
inches of mercury absolute, a turbini+outlet pressure of 7.5
inches of mercury absolute, and with variable turbine speed.

Method of reducing data.-In an ideal turbine engine, the
power recoverable by the turbine would be the actual kinetic

energy of the jet, which could be described in terms of the
mean-square velocity ~ deiined by the relation

~= J VMdt
JMdi (1

where
V instantaneous velocity
M instantaneous rate of maw flow
t time

In the strictest sense the terq $ M~ should be used ns a

basis in defining the efficiency of tho blowdown turbine.
A preliminary analysis of the operation of a blowdown
turbine, however, predicted that, when the speed of the
turbine is considered as. the only variable, the mrmimum
power output of the turbine Pm= is given by the relotion

550 Pm..=; M,V,%.az (2)

where
M~ mass flow of exhaust gas to turbine, slugs per second
~. mean jet velocity at turbine-nozzle exit, feet pm

second, which is deiined by the relation

(3)

~m ef6ciency of turbine (including bucket losses but
excluding nozzle losses) at optimum blade-to-jot
speed ratio

Equation (2) was obtained by nssuming that the instanta-
neous turbine-bucket efficiency is a parabolic function of the
inwkmtnneous blade-to-jet speed ratio and is independent of
the l~ach number. The analys~ (CS shown by equntion

(2)) indicates that the term ~ M,V? is a measure of the power

n.vailable to the turbine. The conditions are almost exactly
satisfied by single-stage impulse turbines unless the inlet
Mach number relative to the -bucketg becomes too high, nt
which time the buckets choke and the instantaneous e5-
ciency is reduced. The mean velocity ~, has tho further
advantage as the basis for a’ definition of n performnnco
parameter that it can be easily measured, as, for example,
by means of a thrust target whereas ~ is difficult or im-
possible to measure. The mean eficiency ijl of the blow-
down turbine with. any operating conditions hns therefore
been defined as the ratio of the turbine-power output Pi to
the ava.ihble power by means of the equation

__lloo Pt
~~— M~~,% (4)

Because the turbine was connected to eight of the nino
cylinders of the twt engine, the mass flow of gas through the
turbine M, wns therefore assumed to be eight-tiths of the
total mass flow of exhaust gas M,.

In the absence of mean-jet-velocity d~ta for the R–1340-12
engine, the vrdue of V. was computed for an R–1820-G single-
cylinder engine with a 26-inch straight stack (fig. 10 of
reference 1) as a function of p,A/M~where p. is the turbino-
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outlet pressure in pounds per square foot ind A is the effective
nozzle area in square feet. The effective nozzle area to be
used for calculating pCA/Mt for branched stacks is deter-
mined by multiplying the area per stack by the number of
cylindms connected to the turbine. The effective nozzle
mm of the stacks used was 16.88 square inches.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of turbine on engine power,—’l%e power delivered
by the engine discharging its exhaust to a standard collectir
ring and the power delivered by the engine discharging its
e.xlmust to the blowdown turbine are shown in @e 4
together with the maximum turbine power, which was
obtained nt the optimum permissible turbine speed.

I I 1 I I
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Engine exhausting to collector ring
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-G----Ena/na exhausting eight cylinders to turbine _
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FIOURII4,—Powcrwtput of engine and blowdown tnrbina. Engine speed, ‘MOmm.
Data mrrmtcd to mrburatordr tempcratucoof90°F and Ixdet-mfmlfoldprwsura of 33.5
Inch 0[mercuryahluto.

Tlm power-output dntn for the engine and the turbine
shown in figure 4 were corrected for small vmiations in the
opernting variables to constant Carburetorair temp&ature
and engine inbt-mmifold pressure. Engine power and moss
flow of combustion air were assumed to vary inversely as
the squme root of the absolute carburetor-sh temperature
nnd directly as the first power of the inlet-manifold pressure.
At the lowost turbine+utlet pressure, the power of the engine
exhausting to the blowdown turbine was slightly smaller
(1 percent) than the power of the engine discharging to a
standard collector at a pressure equal to the turbine+mtlet
pressure. As the exhaust pressure increased, the power loss
with the turbine operating decreased. For exhaust pressures
greater thrm 20 inches of mercury absolute there was no
mensurable power loss. No mensurable change in engine-
nir weight flow was caused by the presence of the turbine.
The engine power shown in iigure 4 was obtained with the
carburetor air supplied directly from the room. The pres-
sure drop through the air-mensuring ori.6ce and the duct
was 3 inches of mercury and the carburetor pressure was
26 inches of mercury absoluh. In order to determine the

net power at altitude, it is necesmxy to subtract the mper-
chnxger power required to obtain a carburetor-irdet pressure
of 26 inches of mercury. Because this power would be the
same for the two cases in *e 4 at any given exhaust-
outlet pressure, it does not ailect the comparison, which
reveals the negligible effect of the presence of the turbine
on the engine power.

With respect to its effect on engine power, the blowdown
turbine is similar to the Biichi exhaust-gas turbine (reference
3). In both systems the exhaust duct is arranged ta avoid
producing back pressure on the cylindem toward the end of
the exhaust stroke and particularly during the valve over-
lap or scavenging period. No attempt was made in the
blow-down turbine to provide a resonant or tuned exhaust-
stack system sometimes mentioned in connection with the
Biichi system.

References 1 and 4 showed that the effect of an exhaust
restriction on engine power is determined by the value of
the ratio v~n/Awhere o~ is the displacement volume in cubic
feet and n is the engine speed in revolutions per second.
For this turbine the effective nozzle area was 0.132 square
foot (for nine cylinders). At an engine speed of 2000 rpm
the value of v~/A was therefore 196 feet per second. A loss
in engine power from 2 to 3 percent was expected at the low-
est exhaust pressure for this value of v~/A. (See reference
4.) Because the loss was less than predicbd, it must be
concluded either that the R–1340-12 engine is slightly less
sensitive to exhaustipipe restriction than the R–1820-G
engine used in references 1 and 4 or that the blowdown turbine
exerts a favorable suction effect during the last part of the
exhaust stroke when the velocity of flow through the exhaust
system is small.

Turbine power output and speed charaoteristios.-The
turbine power output (fig. 4), using the exhaust gas from
eight of the nine cylinders, varied from about 9 percent of
engine power at a turbine-outlet pressure of 28 inches of
mercury absolute to about 21 percent of engine power at
7.5 inches of mercury absolute. The turbine data in this
figure were corrected to a carburetor-air temperature of 90° F
and an engine inlet-manifold pressure of 33.5 inches of
mercury absolute by a method derived from the analysis of
reference 1. Figure 4 also shows the turbine power that
would be expected had all the gas from the engine pm.sed
through the turbine, based on the assumption that for use
of all the exhaust gas the turbine power would have been
one-eighth greater than the measured power.

At the lowest turbine-outlet pressures the turbine speed
was limited to the rated speed of 21,300 rpm. A larger
power output could have been obtained at a higher turbine
speed.

The ratio of maximum turbine power output to engine
power output at constant engine speed increase with a
decrease in the exhaust pressure. Consideration of dynamic
similarity indicatas that at constant engine speed the ratio
of turbine to engine power is a function of the ratio of
exhaust to inlet-manifold pressures p8/p=.

At the higher exhaust pressures the blowdown turbine
imposed no loss in engine power (fig. 4). At a given set of
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engine conditions, the mean jet velocity horn a single exhaust
stack or a branched exhaust stack increases when the exit
arm is reduced. (See references 1 and 4.) A greater total
power output could therefore be obtained from the turbine
and the engine by the use of nozzles small enough to produce
a small 1029in engine power.

The variation of turbine power output with turbine speed
for constant engine power output is shown in fi=gme 5.

Turbine speed, rpm

FIOURE5.-Varfetfon CJturbine pmrer with tnrbfne smed. Em#ne SIWC7,~ mm:
fun t.bmttk.

These curves are similar in shape to the power-speed curves
of single-stage steady-flow impulse turbines. The blowdown-
turbine power output is nearly independent of speed near
the maximum power output. A deviation in speed of 10
percent from the optimum speed reduces the power output
only approximately 1 percent.

At the lowest turbine-outlet pressure, the maximum tur-
bine power output varied between runs through a range of
about 9 parcent of the turbine power. During the operation
of the turbine, the seals around the four intake pipes de-
veloped leaks and were replaced several times. As the leaks
developed, the turbine power generally decreased. It was also
found that the clearance between the turbine wheel and the
nozzle box could not be maintained at a constant value. A
combination of these factors is believed to have caused the
variation in maximum turbine power among the three runs
at the exhaust pressure of approximately 7.5 inches of
mercury absoluta.

Mean turbine efficiency.-The variation of the mean
efficiency it of the blowdown turbine, detined by equation
(4), with the ratio of blade speed to mean jet speed is shown
in figure 6. The maximum turbine efficiency, which is
obtained at a turbine pitch-line veloci~ of approximately
0.4~, , is approximai%ly 72 percent. This efficiency corre-
sponds to a work recovery by the blowdown turbine approxi-
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mately equal to 30 percent of the work that is theoretically
available in the expansion of the exhaust gas from its pressure
in the cylinder at the time of exhaust-valve opening to the
prevailing discharge pressure.

For the lower turbim+outlet pressures, the mean efficiency
decreasea as the exhaust pressure decremea. With a turbine-
outlet pressure of 7.5 inches of mercury absolute, the instan-
taneous peak value of the ratio of the impact pressure in
the nozzle to the turbine-outlet pressure may be as groat
as 7 or 8. (See fig. 12 (b) of reference 1.) As determined
by steady-flow measurements the pressure ratio for the
greatest efficiency of the experimental turbine wheel is
appreciably lower than 7. For pressure ratios lower thtin
that for the greatest efficiency, the bucket efficiency is
nearly constant but, for greater pressure ratios, it decreases
appreciably. A mean turbine efficiency is therefore expected
to decrease at low turbine-outlet pressures.

The value of ~. used for the computation of the moan
turbine efficiency was that measured for a 26-inch straight’
stack. (See fig. 10 of reference 1.) A previous invmtigw
tion with an exhaust stack having a side branch hud shown
that with restricted nozzles on the ends of the stacks the
mean jet velocity ~. was smaller than the velocity for a
straight stack or a curved stack. (See fig. 4 of referenco 4.)
The diaggam eflicienq of the turbine, excluding all 10SSOS,is
86 percent and it had been expected that peak moon effi-
ciency of the blowdown turbine would be about 80 pwccnt.
The use of the branched-stack jet+velocity data to compute
mean turbine e5ciency gave mean turbine efficiencies
greater than 90 percent. The mean jet velocity for the
stack arrangement used in the blowdown turbino is thwo-
fore probably greater than the velocity for the branched
stack reported in reference 4 but may be less than that for
a straight stack.
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!t’lmvmiationmof the maximum mean turbine efficiency is The efficiency data obtained at part. engine throttle fall
shown in figure 7 as a function of the jet-velocity parameter below the full-throttle curve. In the initial calculations no
I.I,A/ilI,. The correlation is satisfactory except for the low- alIowance w89 made for effect of variations in exhaust-gas
eat exhaust pressures (low p,A/iVfJ. (S,ee the previous dis- temperature on the mean jet velocity. When the turbine
cussion of the effects of leakage and variation in wheel data are corrected for the variation of turbine-inlet gas
clearance in connection with fig. 5.) .. temperature with engtie power, turbine data obtained at
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part engine throttle and the data obtained at full engine
throttle are in good agreement. The details of these correc-
tions are described in the appendix.

The maximum turbine work output per pound of exhaust
gas and the estimated optimum turbine pitch-line velocity
is shown in iigure 8 as a function of p~/M’. At the lowest
values of p,A/M~, the turbine power is that obtained at
rated turbine speed (21,300 rpm) rather than at the optimum
speed. The turbine-power data obtained with full-open
engine throttle form a smoobh curve except for the two
points at the lowest value of p&/M,.

Effeot of blowdown turbine on exhaust-gas tempera-
tures,-The variation of the exhaust-gss temperature at the
turbine outlet with turbine power for an Aaust pressure of
7.5 inches of mercury absolute is shown in figure 9. The
temperature measured with a quadruple-shielded thermo-
couple was aemmed to be the total turbine exhauskgas tem-
perature. The mean total gas temperature at the turbine
inlet was computed by adding to the measured turbine+utlet
temperature the temperature difference corresponding to the
work. per pound of gas removed by the turbine. The com-
puted total inlet temperature was not quite constant,
apparently varying with small variations of the fuel-air
ratio. The eflect of fuel-air ratio on total temperature at the
turbine inlet is included in figure 9.

The effect of engine power on the total turbine-inlet gas
temperature at a fuekir ratio of 0.075 is shown in figure 10.
The exhaust+ys tempemture increases with engine power
because the heat rejection per pound of exhaust g~ from the
engine and its exhaust piping to the cooling air is greater at
low engine power. The correction of the turbine data ob-
tained with the engine operat~~ at part throttle to the basis
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of constant mean exhsms&gas total temperature was made
from these data.

(Yondition of blowdown turbine after tests.—The blow-
down turbine was operated for a total time of approximately
24 hours. Although a small stretching of the bucketi
occurred, the stretching was less than that normally expe-
rienced in conventional exhaust-gas turbine operation with
the same inlet-gas temperature. One bucket showed a
deformation of the shroud due either to bucket vibration or
to initial bending stressw.

The turbine buckets apparently ran quite cool, as suggested
by the appreciable lead deposits found on the exit side of the
buckets (fig. 11). Cool running of the buckets was expected
because the buckets are exposed to the hottest exhaust gas
for n short time and to the coolest exhaust gas for a relatively
long time. These lead deposits also serve as an index of flow
conditions because solid particles tend to accumulate in
regions of separation of flow.

Numerous small local deformations of the leading edges of

the buckets (fig. 12) and trailing edges of the nozzle-box
@de vanes (figs. 3 (b) and 13) were noted. These deformrt-
tions apparently resulted from the action of large solid par-
ticles in the gas stream. The wheel-nozzle cletmmce was
origin~y set at 0.11 inch but owing to warping the clearance
was not maintained. Actual contact of the wheel and one
nozzle occurred at one time during operation, as shown by
polished spots on the buckets and the nozzles. The deforma-
tion of nozzles caused by thermal expansion is a serious
problem because each nozzle must be connected to n separate
aet of exhaust pipes.

lx
)

——

I

.—
FIGURE11.-Iaad deIxsIfxcmwtlet sfde of bn&ets

The leading edgm of the buckets were rounded or eroded
more than in previous tests with the same type wheel at
approximately the same total turbine-inlet exhaust-gas
temperature with steady flow. This rounding could have
been caused by mechanical erosion, by solid particles in the
gaa stream, or, as seenis more likely, by thermal erosion
caused by the extremely rapid alternate heating and cooling
of the bucket leading edges. The flow in a blowdown turbine
is similar to that in a Holzwmth explosion turbine; the
problems arising from blade vibration and thermal erosion
due to the rapidly varying gas temperatures axe therefore
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FIaWEE12.-Ermfon and bondingofI@lng @m of buckets

similar, (See reference 5.) Thermal erosion can be reduced
by using buckets with slightly rounded noses to increase the
ratio of internal lmat-trrmsfer area to external heat-transfer
mea,

The total damage to the turbine vm.s not serious.
Gain in performance with use of blowdown turbine .-Pre-

liminary calculations indicate that the greatest net power
output can be obtained in a composite engine using a blow-
down turbine when the blowdown turbine is used as a first
stage of expansion and is followed by a steady-flow device in
which further expansion of the exhaust gas is obtained.

The order of magnitude of the gain in net power output
and in economy may be indicated by the following discussion
of the use of q blowdown turbine in series with a conventional
turbosuperchmger.

The carburetor-inlet pressure for these feds averaged 26
inches of merc~ absolute. This pressure could be provided
at high altitude by passing the gas from the blowdown tur-
bine to a conventional turbosupercharger of proper size
operating at a nozzle-box pressure of approximately 26 inch~~
of mercury absolute. The blowdown-turbine power output
with a discharge pressure of 26 inches of mercury absolute
on the basis of utilizing all the exhaust gas would amount to
11 percent of engine power. It is evident therefore that, even
in CLpower plant equipped with a turbosupercharger, an
appreciable gain in power and economy can be obti”ned by

installing n blowdown turbine between the engine and the
turbosupercharger.

When the blowd?wn turbine and a conventional turbo-
supercharger are used in series, the blowdown turbine may
be geared to the engine. Aircraft engines are operated at
high speed for emergency power output and at successively
reduced speeds for rated-power and cruising-power operation.
With approximately constant blowdown-turbine exhaust
pressure, the nozzle-jet velocity decreases approximately in
the same proportion as the engine speed. A blowdown tur-
bine geared to the engine crankshaft with a iked-ratio gem
train will therefore operate at nearly optimum speed for each
engine power output.

It is noted that the speed of the turbine for the maximum
output with an exhaust pressure of 26 inches of mercury
absolute and an inlet-manifold pressure of 33.5 inches of
mercury absolute is approximately 16,000 rpm. (See
fig. 7.) This speed is about 75 percent of the rated turbine
speed; hence, the centrifugal stress in the buckets is only
56 percent of the centrifugal stress at rated speed. If the
inlet-manifold pressure were increased to 52 inches of mer-
cury absolute with the exhaust pressure of 26 inches of
mercmy absolute, the optimum turbine speed would be
approximately the rated speed.

h3UEE 13.-DarnaKe to turbfnemozzfedklp-
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The use of a blowdown turbine as part of a turbosuper-
chmged engine is only one of a number of ~possible applica-
tions of the blow-down turbine; further study is required to
determine the most advantageous application.

I
CONCLUSIONS

The results of an investigation of a blowdown turbine
having four nozzle boxes with an outlet area of 2.11 square
inches per nozzle bo~, each connected to an adjacent pair
of eight of the nine cylinders of the engine, showed that at an
engine speed of 2000 rpm and at an inlet-manifold pressure
of 3%5 inches of mercury absolute:

1. The engine power was decreased a maximum of 1 per-
cent by the presence of the turbine as compared with the
conventional exhaust collector ring discharging to an equal
pressure. No engine power loss was imposed by the presence

of the turbine with turbine-outlet pressures greater than 20
inches of mercury absolute.

2. The blow-down turbine developed a power equal to
9 percent of the engine power with a turbine-outlet pressure
of 28 inches of mercmy absolute and 21 percent of engine
power with a turbine-outlet pressure of 7.5 inches of mcwcury
absolute.

3. After a total operating time of 24 hours no evidenco of
failure from bucket vibration wae observed. Some evidence
of erosion of the leading edges of the buckgts was noted,

AmCRAFP ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, llectmtb~ 1, 19&.

APPENDIX

CORRECTION OF BLOWDOWN-TURBINE POWER FOR

The mean turbine efficienw ijt has been defined by the
equation

1100 Pt
“= M,~.’

(4)

where the mean jet velocity V. is a function of the parameter
p~/ilf’. The results of the present investigation showed
that the maximum values of ij, were sufficiently independent
of the value of pA/LMc within the range of variation required
for smalI corrections that equation (4) maybe used to predict
the effect of changes in operating conditions on turbine
uower.

The data 011turbine power output (shown in fig. 4) were
corrected to the basis of constant carburetor-air temperature
and constant inlet-manifold pr-ure by use of the following
steps:

(a) The computation of corrected engine-air and
exhaust-ga9 mas9 flows

(b) The computation of ij, from equation (4) using the—
uncorrected mass flow M~ and V. from figure 10
of reference 1

(c) The computation of (M,) ..rr ~m the equation

.

(Mt)corr= M:M$;.

where M, is the total mass of engine exhaust gas

(d) The computation of (~e) U. from figure 10 of refer-
ence 1 using the corrected turbine exhaust-gas flow

(e) The computation of (.P’),On from an inverted form of
equation (4)

(P,)-= (Mt).orr(ve)’co,r;,
1100

(5)

The turbine data obtained with the engine operating at
part throttle in figures 7 and 8 have been corrected to the

VARIATIONS IN ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS

basis of full-throttle exhausbgas temperature by the following
method:

The theory of exhaust stacks developed in referonco 1

shows that the mean jet velocity ~, is a function of the gas
temperature and the parameter p,A/M,. The mean jet
velocity decreases with a decrease in temperature for con-
stant p,A/Mt. In the application of a correction to tho tur-
bine output and the efficiency for variations in temperature,

~. was assumed to vary with temperature according to tho
relation

a=-f(f%f’) (6)

where
Rc gas constant of exhaust gas for actual fuel-air ratio

~. mean exhaust-gas temperature, “R
The relation expressed in equation (6) was inferred from
equation (15) of reference 1.

The following steps were involved in the correction of
turbine eficiency:

(a) Th~ computation of p,A/M, and determination of

V. from, figure 10 of reference 1
(b) The computation of (p,A/M,),o,, from the equation

where

7.

R,

mean exhaust temperature to which basic data me
being corrected, ‘R

correspond@ ga9 constant

(c) The computation of jet velocity ~i from figure 10
of reference I corresponding to (pA/Mt) Co,r

(d) The solution of
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If the fuel-air ratio is a constant, R,=R, and the correction
(U)OO.=U*,

may be baaed solely on temperature; otherwise the variation
in fuel-air ratio should be included.

● C

(e) The computation of corrected efficiency ~,),.,, from where u is the turbine pitch-line velocity, feet per second.

The turbine power and the pitch-line velocity were cor-
rected to the conditions corresponding to (pA/MJ... for

which the mean jet velocity is ~e’. The following steps were
involved in the correction of turbine power:

(a) The computation of (~,)..,, from the equation

(Pt)mn=P, ()_i7.’ 2
(VA7

1.

2.

3.

4.

(b) The computation of corrected pitch-line velocity 6“
(U)tim from the equation
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